MYCORRHIZAL
The Ancient Woodland Restoration Game

MUSHROOM COUNTERS
These are the fruits of your mycellium
networks, they sit on your hotspot tile at the
begining of the game.
They can hop around inside your Mycorrhizal
network at the end of each go. Every tile placed
in the game can only connect to the tile your
mushroom is sitting on so they should be
moved strategically!
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MYCORRHIZAL
The Ancient Woodland Restoration Game

For 2-6 Players
AIM OF GAME
To create as big a mycorrhizal network as you can by connecting your
Ancient Woodland Indicator tiles to join up the lines of mycelium.

TO START
You set up the game by laying out a woodland of conifers, woodland
stream and rocky outcrop tiles from the grey backed “CONIFER“ bag. If
2-4 people are playing you should use at least 60 tiles to make the board.
If there are 5-6 players you should use at least 70 tiles. Collectively you
can make any shape of woodland you like so long as the shortest part is
at least 5 tiles accross.
This conifer woodland is a Plantation on Ancient Woodland Site (PAWS),
so there are still some Ancient Woodland Hotspots remaining.
Each pleayer starts with their own hotspot to develop.
Everyone picks a tile from the green backed “INDICATOR” bag to use
as their Ancient Woodland Hotspot and places it next to a WOODLAND
STREAM tile as that is where hotspots are most commonly found.
Then each player selects a MUSHROOM counter from the all GREEN felt
bag and places it on their hotspot tile.
The player who was most recently in a woodland gets to start and the
turns continue clockwise.

BOARD TILES
ROCKY OUTCROP TILE
A small handful of these tiles are laid out at the start of play.
Nothing can be laid on top of them as they block action.

WOODLAND STREAM
A small handful of these tiles are laid out at the start of play.
Nothing can be laid on top of them as they block action.
But hotspots appear next to them at the start of the game.

CONIFER TILE
These make up the majority of the initial board.
THREAT, REGENERATION and INDICATOR tiles can all
be placed on CONIFER tiles.

TO PLAY
TO START
Spin the Light Spinner. The arrow will land on either a “dappled“, “over-shaded” or
“over-exposed” light segment.
DAPPLED LIGHT:
Congratulations your mycorrhizal network just expanded! You can pick a tile from the
green backed INDICATOR bag and place it ontop of any CONIFER tile joining the tile with
your mushroom on it! Look how your networks are joining up, strengthening and
widening your hotspot area! Don’t forget to move your mushroom at the end of your go
so you can link to other tiles in the next round.
OVER-SHADED LIGHT:
Ah shucks! Your mycorrhizal network just shrank, it didn’t get enough light so it’s gone
back to PAWS. You need to pick a tile from the grey backed CONIFER bag and place it on
one of your INDICATOR tiles joining onto the tile with your mushroom on it. Don’t worry,
on the next round if the light levels are right you can always expand your network over
the CONIFER tile again. (If you can’t go as you have no INDICATOR tiles connecting to the
tile with your mushroom on, just use the CONIFER tile to expand the board, you’re off the
hook...for this round!) Don’t forget to move your mushroom at the end of your go so you
can link to other tiles in the next round.
OVER-EXPOSED LIGHT:
Oh dear! Disaster has struck and your hotspot has been threatened! You need to pick a
tile from the red backed THREAT bag and put it on a CONIFER or INDICATOR tile joining
onto the tile with your mushroom on it. Your mycorrhizal network can’t travel through
this THREAT tile so you’ll have to go round! All isn’t lost however as if you pick a
REGENERATION tile from the bag you can lay it ontop of a THREAT tile and your network
can expand through the tile once again. Don’t forget to move your mushroom at the end
of your go so you can link to other tiles in the next round.

SPORING!
WHEN TWO OR MORE PLAYERS HOTSPOTS CONNECT:
If your INDICATOR tile connects wth another player’s, both of your mushrooms will
“SPORE“ and go off to fruit in an new hotspot elsewhere on the board. This means you
must pick a tile from the INDICATOR bag and start another mycorrhizal network not
touching anyone elses. Your mushroom moves too and you continue play from there.
When the game ends only the mycorrhizal network that the mushroom can move through
is counted unless you manage to link up to your old network or someone elses
abandoned network before the end of play!

HOW THE GAME ENDS
The game ends when a player connects both sides of the woodland with their joined up
mycorrhizal network, then all the connected mycorrhizal tiles are counted up and the
player with the most still connected through their mushroom counter wins.
If there’s a draw, then the players go head to head, the one who can name the most
indicator species correctly wins.
A player can strategically delay the end of the game until their netwok is the biggest or
force other players to “SPORE“ before ending the game.
Good luck out there and remember it’s just a game!

